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Abstract
Background: Prostate cancer ranks the second in the cancer of male patients worldwide. And previous
studies gave controversial conclusions on the prostate-cancer-prevention effect of vitamin C. This meta-
analysis and Mendelian randomization aimed to investigate the causal association between vitamin C
and prostate cancer.

Materials and Methods:

The meta-analysis included prospective cohort studies and randomized controlled trials (RCT) from
multiple databases up to 2021 January to assess association between vitamin C supplementation and
prostate cancer. In the two-sample Mendelian randomization (MR) analysis, instrumental variables of
plasma vitamin C were-extracted from a large-scale genome wide association study (GWAS) meta-
analysis(n·=52,018). Outcome data of prostate cancer were from Prostate Cancer Association Group to
Investigate Caner-Associated Alterations in the Genome (PRACTICAL) and FinnGen project with 208,525
participants. Inverse variance weighted, MR-Egger, weighted-median, and weighted mode methods were
applied to assess the causal effect of plasma vitamin C on prostate cancer.

Results:

Four prospective cohorts and one randomized controlled trial with 44,651 participants were included in
the meta-analysis. The pooled effect did not demonstrate an insigni�cant relationship between vitamin C
supplementation and prostate cancer incidence (OR 1.03, 95% CI 0.95-1.11, p=0.089). Similarly, the
results of MR provided insu�cient evidence to support the causal association between plasma vitamin C
and prostate cancer both on the data from PRACTICAL (IVW: OR 0.96, 95% CI 0.88-1.05, p=0.399) and
FinnGen project (IVW: OR 0.96, 95% CI 0.75-1.24, p=0.767).

Conclusions:

The �ndings of meta-analysis and MR analysis provided insu�cient evidence that neither vitamin C
supplementation nor plasma vitamin C level were associated with prostate cancer.

Introduction
Prostate cancer ranks the second in the cancer of male patients worldwide, which in�uence nearly 18%
people in USA, and its prognosis can reduce the life quality of patients a lot, meaning controlling prostate
cancer seems to be signi�cantly bene�cial [1]. by studying the mechanism or �nding the risk factors are
of great importance, we can prevent it in advance and decrease patients’ �nancial burden. The incidence
of prostate cancer results from both congenital factors and environmental factors, in which the
congenital factors are unchangeable while the environment factor can be modi�ed. Therefore, identifying
the modi�able risk of prostate cancers is essential for preventing prostate cancer. Among the
environmental factors, previous studies have demonstrated the effect of several lifestyles such as
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smoking, alcohol, contaminant etc. [2, 3]. Vitamin C, a major antioxidant in our body that serves as a
membrane protector and prevents cells from free radicals, has been regarded as a possible protective
factor against prostate cancer [4].

Numerous research studied the relationship between vitamin C level and prostate cancers, but the
conclusions remained controversial. Although the latest meta-analysis demonstrated a signi�cant inverse
linear association between dietary vitamin C and prostate cancer, a randomized controlled trial (RCT)
recently announced no evidence to prove the association [1, 5]. These controversial results may result
from the inclusion of retrospective studies and prospective studies in the meta-analysis while different
outcome data were directly pooled after the switch between the odds ratio (OR) and the hazard ratio (HR).
Besides, the population in a small number is also a limitation serving as a source of bias. As a result,
more evidence is needed on how or whether vitamin C can affect the incidence of prostate cancer.

Mendelian randomization uses genetic differences as an indirect tool which can in�uence target
intervention to estimate the causal relationship of possible cause on the outcome [6, 7]. Because the
genetic differences are determined in fertilization, clear causality can be proved. Moreover, Mendelian
randomization can simulate pharmacological inference by randomly allocating the target gene variant,
while the process of Mendelian randomizations is much more simpli�ed than RCTs. Therefore, we
performed a meta-analysis followed by a Mendelian randomization analysis to explore more evidence
about the possible causal association between vitamin C and prostate cancer.

Materials And Methods
2.1 Meta-Analysis

    Our protocol is registered in The International Database to Register your Systematic Reviews
(INPLASY). And the register number is INPLASY202160001.

2.1.1 Study Inclusion and Data Extraction

We launched the meta-analysis using the keyword “Vitamin C” and “prostate cancer” from Pubmed,
Cochrane Library, and EMBASE. The articles up to 2021 Jan were all included. The terms were selected
referring to the previous study, and the prebious study’s reference was also reviewed to identify additional
relevant study [5]. Only RCT and prospective cohort researches were selected. 

2.1.2 Criteria

The criteria were as follows: 1) prospective cohort research or RCT; 2) studied the correlation between
prostate cancer incidence and vitamin C intake (because no RCT or cohort studies have studied the effect
of plasma vitamin C and vitamin C intake can also release the plasma vitamin C level); 3) reported risk
estimates (odd ration (OR) or hazard rate (HR)). The excluded articles included:1) non-English articles; 2)
articles of basic experiments; 3) reviews or retrospective studies; 4) no accessible data. 
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2.1.3 Data Extraction

Participants’ baseline data, including age, sex, basic diseases, outcomes, etc., were extracted to record.
The outcome was de�ned as the �rst diagnosis of prostate cancer, while the previous diagnosis and
benign prostate hyperplasia (BPH) were excluded. We tried to contact the authors by email if essential
data are not reported.

2.1.2 Quality Assessment

Two researchers reviewed the existing articles and extracted the data independently. The quality study
assessment was processed according to the allocation of patients to the study’s aims, the concealment
of allocation procedures, blinding methods, and the data loss by attrition. Quality assessment was
performed according to Cochrane Handbook for Systematic Reviews of Interventions 5.1.0. The detection
bias (assessment of outcome blinding), selection bias (random sequence generation and allocation
concealment), attrition bias outcome data incompleteness), reporting bias (selective report), performance
bias (blinding of participants and personnel) and other bias were evaluated in RevMan 5.3. The quality of
articles was categorized by the following standard: A. low risk of bias: the article can meet all quality
criteria were adequately; B. moderate risk of bias: the article can only partially meet the quality criteria or
is unclear; or C. high risk of bias: if one or more of the criteria were not met, or not included.

2.1.3 Statistical Method 

The data were analyzed by STATA 16.0. Included studies’ effect was pooled by �xed-effect meta-analysis,
the pooled effect was showed by the pooled OR and 95% con�dential intervals (CI). Cochran Q test was
applied as the investigator of heterogeneity from the extracted meta-analysis estimates. The signi�cance
of heterogeneity was evaluated by   value (considered signi�cant when >35%) and p-value (considered
signi�cant when <0.05) in advance. When the heterogeneity is insigni�cant, we use the �xed-effect
statistical model to process the meta-analysis. Otherwise, the random-effects statistical model was
chosen. Sensitivity analyses were conducted to assure all included studies have a low risk of bias.

2.2 Mendelian-Randomization

2.2.1 Tool variables

The association between single-nucleotide polymorphisms (SNPs) and plasma vitamin C level was
estimated through a large-scale GWAS meta-analysis with 11 SNPs found (n = 52,018), including the
Fenland study (10,771 cases), European Prospective Investigation into Cancer and Nutrition (EPIC)-
InterAct study (16,841 cases), EPIC Norfolk study (16,756 cases), and EPIC-CVD study (7,650 cases), with
all duplicated samples excluded [8]. Though speci�c pathways or enriched tissues were not found, the
correlation and quantity of these SNPs were still considerable progress among other studies [9-12]. The
Fenland study is a population-based study which has an ongoing cohort [13]. The EPIC-InterAct study and
the EPIC-CVD study are both case-cohort studies, while the EPIC Norfolk study is a prospective cohort
study [14-16]. All genotypes were investigated by Haplotype Reference Consortium reference panel with
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IMPUTE v4 or the Sanger imputation server. The tool genetic instruments used in the 2-sample Mendelian
Randomization were identi�ed as single-nucleotide polymorphisms correlated with citrates (P<5× ), and
the pair-wise linkage disequilibrium was signi�cant with   <0.001. The Two Sample MR package of R is
applied on clumping analysis. F statistic was also calculated by the EPIC Norfolk study to estimate the
instrument’s strength, and F>10 was considered a vital instrument.

2.2.2 Outcome sources

The outcome data of prostate cancer patients were obtained from two studies, the PRACTICAL (79,194
cases and 61,112 controls), and the FinnGen project (4,754 cases and 63,465 controls). Prostate cancer
was de�ned as the diagnosis of invasive prostate cancer in the Prostate Cancer Association Group to
Investigate Caner-Associated Alterations in the Genome (PRACTICAL) and the diagnosis of prostate
cancers according to the Finnish Cancer Registry with the standard of International Classi�cation of
Diseases for Oncology -3 (ICD-O-3) codes FinnGen. The following covariates were included: age, family
history and tumor characteristics in the PRACTICAL; age, sex, 10 principal components and genotype
batch in the FinnGen consortium. Logistic regression was applied to calculate genetic association
estimates by comparing cases and controls and was adjusted for principal genetic components.

2.2.3 Statistical Method

Instrument strength means the level and accuracy of association of the genetic instruments with the risk
factor, and if the corresponding F-statistic is >10 we consider is as an instrument strong enough. Two-
sample Mendelian randomization analysis used plasma vitamin C concentration-rising SNPs and the
effect of those SNPs on the risk of prostate cancer. The correlation of incidence and vitamin C-associated
genes was tested using the IVW model. Scatter plots were applied to �nd the in�uential outlier. The result
of MR-Egger can still exhibit estimates without bias even in the condition that all SNPs disobey the
exclusion restriction assumption. The weighted median requires at least 50% of the weight in the analysis
to be vital, and the weighted model needs the largest subset of instruments to identify the causal effect to
be a vital instrument. Therefore, the MR egger intercept was applied to assess pleiotropy by comparing
the results of the IVW model, MR Egger model, weighed median and weighted model. Furthermore, the
heterogeneity was tested by Cochrane’s Q statistic.

Results
3.1       Meta-analyses  

As shown in Figure.1, �ve studies (four prospective cohorts and one RCT) were �nally included from 227
articles and included a total of 84,545 participants in the USA and Denmark [17-21]. Articles were
carefully �ltered, and 222 articles didn’t meet the inclusion criteria were excluded for duplicated
population, non-prospective cohort, etc. [22-24]. All articles were at a high risk in detection bias
estimation, and four prospective cohorts showed a high risk in performance bias assessment (Table.1
and Supplementary �gure.1). No signi�cant heterogeneity was found in the analysis, so the �xed model
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was applied ( =0%, p=0.98, Supplementary �gure.2). The meta-analysis with the �xed model did not show
that the change of vitamin C intake is associated with prostate cancer incidence signi�cantly (OR=1.03,
95% CI 0.96-1.10, Figure.1). 

3.2       Mendelian Randomization  

A total of 11 independent genomic loci were found in this article and shown in Table.1, which contained
the largest number, including: rs6693447, rs13028225, rs33972313, rs10051765, rs7740812, rs174547,
rs117885456, rs2559850, rs10136000, rs56738967, rs9895661. rs174547. Rs33972313 is a mutation on
chromosome 5 reported to have a correlation with vitamin C levels in circulation according to the previous
study [25]. The second strongest signal is rs13028225. It encodes the sodium-dependent vitamin C
transporter 3 and is located on chromosome 2 [26]. Though relatively weak, the rest variants also showed
linkage with plasma vitamin C by encoding vitamin C’s relative regulators (rs6693447: the endoplasmic
reticulum sorting receptor 1 retention; rs10051765: the G protein signaling 14 regulator; rs7740812:
glutathione S-transferase α 5; rs174547: fatty acid desaturase 1; rs117885456: small nuclear
ribonucleoprotein polypeptide F; rs2559850: choline phosphotrans-ferase 1; rs10136000: serine-threonine
protein kinase; rs56738967: MAF bZIP transcription factor; rs9895661: microtubule associated cell
migration factor) [8]. And rs13028225, the variant at FADS1 was excluded because it is an SNP in linkage
disequilibrium ( =0.001, 10,000kb) with 1,000 genomes reference panel (Supplementary table.1). All
instruments were robust instruments because all the F statistic were over the threshold of 10.0 (F
statistic= 30.5).

The results of MR analysis indicated that no evidence supported plasma vitamin C and prostate cancer
morbidity have a signi�cant causal association (IVW: OR 0.96, 95% CI 0.88-1.05, p=0.399, Figure.2), and
the conclusions were consistent among the other three methods from the data of PRACTICAL. Similar
results were reached using the data from FinnGen (IVW: OR: 0.96, 95% CI: 0.75-1.24, p=0.767, Figure.2).
Higher level of plasma vitamin C cannot signi�cantly increase the incidence of prostate cancer from the
analysis of genetic redisposition (Supplementary �gure.3). No signi�cant heterogeneity was detected
with MR Egger and IVW methods (PRACTICAL: MR Egger, p=0.847; IVW, p=0.899; FinnGen: MR Egger,
p=0.952; IVW, p=0.975). No signi�cant pleiotropy was found either, demonstrating the validity of the
genetic instrument (PRACTICAL, p=0.865; FinnGen, p=0.779). 

Discussion
In this study, the meta-analysis results indicated the vitamin C supplementation was not related to the
incidence of prostate cancer. Besides, similar results were found in the MR analysis with the data from
PRACTICAL and FinnGen. In conclusion, the results of our research suggested that the change of plasma
vitamin C level would not in�uence the incidence of prostate cancer.

Converse to our �ndings, a meta-analysis in 2015 indicated that the intake of vitamin C from food would
decrease the prostate cancer risk. Additionally, intaken vitamin C and the risk of prostate cancer were in
an inverse linear relationship from the dose-response analysis [5]. Nevertheless, a Montreal prostate
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cancer and environment study (PROtEuS) study published in 2018 reached a contradictory conclusion, in
which an insigni�cant association between daily dietary vitamin C intake or supplementation and
prostate cancer incidence overall or prostate cancer grade at diagnosis was found [1]. For the meta-
analysis, most including articles were cohort or case-control studies, and the different follow-up times
may lead to different speci�city of intake vitamin C estimation. The diverse cutoff point settings of high
and low vitamin C intake in previous studies may also lead to the different conclusions.

Vitamin C has been proved to be a protector of several cancers in anti-tumor researches. To explain the
cytotoxic effect of ascorbate, the mechanism including increased irreparable pro-oxidant damage on
tumor cells (always induced by hydrogen peroxide) and oxidation of ascorbate into dehydroascorbic acid
(DHA), the unstable cytotoxic agents to tumor cell came out [4]. Moreover, the in vitro experiments also
veri�ed the hypothesis above [27, 28]. Additionally, vitamin C can also induce cell death in the hormone-
independent prostate cancer cells by depleting ATP, which can synergically work with mitochondrial
dysfunction, hypoxia in the tumor microenvironment, and oncogenic signals. Besides, the induction of
cell autophagy by the generation of reactive oxygen species may also protect prostate cells from
cancer [29]. However, in the in vivo experiments, both oral administration and genetic change could
maintain the plasma vitamin C concentration at the level <100 µM, signi�cantly lower than the
experiments in vitro [30]. So, in clinical situation, supplementary or genetic change of the plasma vitamin
C concentration may no bring about signi�cant effect on the target organs, and this theory can clearly
explain our results.

The unique characteristic of our MR analysis was that we focused on the concentration of plasma
vitamin C instead of dietary vitamin C compared to the previous studies. The dietary vitamin C would
experience the absorption and metabolism process in the gut and other digestive organs. Therefore the
causal effect of vitamin C on the target organ could be estimated more precisely with plasma vitamin C
than the dietary one. Furthermore, the genetic circulating vitamin C levels can also present a more
prolonged effect than the oral administration’s. As a result, Mendelian randomizations of genetic change
on circulating vitamin C could estimate the vitamin C’s contribution more effectively than meta-analysis
and RCTs. 

Our study still has several limitations. First, our Mendelian randomization concentrated on plasma
vitamin C. However, the meta-analysis still applied orally administrated vitamin C to represent the
circulating vitamin C level for the lack of studies about plasma vitamin C. Although the results of the two
methods are consistent, the different standards of estimation may also lower the con�dence. Moreover,
our study population was restricted to European ancestry, and the conclusion may be reconsidered if the
population and races are expanded worldwide. Therefore, further studies which can include more areas
and ethnics. Finally, the SNPs-induced plasma vitamin C differences are relatively small, which can also
reduce statistical power.

Conclusions
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In this study, our meta-analyses demonstrated that vitamin C supplementation did not affect prostate
cancer incidence. Furthermore, the MR analysis didn’t provided signi�cant evidence of the causal
correlation between plasma vitamin C and the incidence of prostate cancer. However, considering the
limited number of genetic tools for plasma vitamin C levels in our study, further studies are needed to
verify our �ndings.
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Diagnosis Quality
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Shibata 1992 cohort USA 10
years

11580 74.9 hospital records B

Daviglus 1996 cohort USA 30
year

2107 47.6 medical and
hospital records

B

Kirsh 2006 cohort USA 8 years 29361 63.2 medical and
pathology
records

B

Kristal 2008 cohort USA 20
years

4770 62.6 the �rst report of
treatment

B

Gaziano 2009 cohort Denmark 27
years

26856 56.0 Hospital records B

Wang 2014 RCT USA 20
years

14641 64.3 pathology or
cytology reports

B
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Figure 1

The �ow chart of articles included in meta-analysis.

Figure 2

The meta-analysis result of prostate cancer. OR, odds ratio; CI, con�dence interval.

Figure 3

Forest plot of MR using second set of SNPs found in UK BioBank. MR, Mendelian randomization; SNP,
single nucleotide polymorphism; OR, odds ratio; CI, con�dence interval.
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